Directions for Drawing and Telling "The Little Hill Story"

Drawing #19:

Story Line: An angel appears and says that Jesus is ALIVE!

Drawing: Go to a twelfth page that already contains the basic hill shape. Then add the angel.

Story Line: The friends of Jesus are very happy

Drawing: Add one person to the hill with a blue chalk.

Story Line: They go to tell their other friends

Drawing: Add another person to the hill with a blue chalk.
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Drawing #20:

Story Line: Then Jesus appears and shows that He is not dead, but ALIVE!

Drawing: Go to a thirteenth page that will already have the basic hill shape along with the 2 people in blue. Add Jesus standing on the hill.

Story Line: The little hill is filled with joy!

Drawing: Add the joyful face to the hill.
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Drawing #21:

Story Line: The little hill thought about Jesus

Drawing: Go to a fourteenth page that will be blank. Draw the basic shape for the hill.

Story Line: And soon new green grass began to grow

Drawing: Add grass to the hill.

Story Line: And soon many flowers with red petals grew

Drawing: Add flowers to the hill.

Story Line: And soon new life was all around

Drawing: Add a beautiful sunshine.

Story Line: The little hill felt loved.

Drawing: Add the loving face to the hill.